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A COMPOSITE COINCIDENCE DEGREE WITH
APPLICATIONS TO BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEMS
OF NEUTRALEQUATIONS
L. H. ERBE,W. KRAWCEWICZAND J. H. WU
Abstract. We present a topological degree theory for the nonlinear problem
L(I - B)(x) = G(x) with applications to a class of boundary value problems of
neutral equations, where L is an unbounded Fredholm operator of index zero,
B is condensing and G is L-compact.

1. Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to develop topological tools for the study
of a nonlinear problem of the type

(1.1)

L(7-ß)(x)

= G(x),

xgQ,

where E and F are Banach spaces, Í2 ç E is an open and bounded subset,
L : Dom(L) CE-»F
is a Fredholm operator of index zero, B : Q —►
E is a
condensing mapping and G: Q —►
F is an L-compact mapping.
The motivation for the study of such a nonlinear problem arises from boundary value problems of neutral functional differential equations. For example,
consider a neutral equation of the form

(1.2)

^[x(t)-b(t,xt)]

= f(t,xt)

where f:RxC([-r,0];R")-+R"
is a completely continuous mapping, b: Rx
C([—r, 0] ; R") —►
R" is continuous and satisfies the following Lipschitz condition

(1.3)

\b(t,<p)-b(t,y/)\<k-

sup \(p(s)-y(s)\,
-r<s<0

where <p, y/ G C([-r, 0] ; R") ; k < 1 is a constant and xt(s) = x(t + s). We
can show that, after certain manipulations, a general boundary value problem of
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a neutral equation (1.2) can be formulated as an abstract nonlinear functional
equation of the form (1.1).
It is natural to expect the boundary value problem of the neutral equation
(1.2) can be reduced to a corresponding problem of the retarded equation

(1.4)

x(t) = f(t,xt)

through the following deformation

(1.5)

j¡[x(t)-Xb(t,xt)\

= f(t,xt),

XG [0,1].

Since boundary value problems of retarded equations have been extensively

studied (see, e.g., [1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 27, 29]), the importance of the above
reduction is obvious. In the case where b(t,(p) is linear in <p, this reduction
for periodic boundary value problems has been done in [5], by developing a
homotopy invariance of Mawhin's coincidence degree allowing a continuous
deformation of linear parts (unbounded Fredholm operators). However, this
method cannot be applied to the general situation where b(t, <p) may be non-

linear in <p.
In this paper, we extend the notion of essential maps, introduced by Granas
(cf. [8]) and we generalize the topological transversality theorem to the nonlinear problem (1.1). We also develop a topological degree theory to detect
the essential maps. It is shown that our topological degree, called composite
coincidence degree, includes Brouwer degree [2], Leray-Schauder degree [17],
Nussbaum degree (cf. [23, 24]), Sadovskii degree [26], Hetzer degree [13], as
special cases, and that the homotopy invariance property of this topological degree allows the aforementioned reduction under the existence of a priori bounds
for solutions of the family of equations (1.5). Therefore, our degree theory provides a unified approach to allow one to extend various existence results of
boundary

value problems from retarded equations to neutral equations. In a
further paper, we will apply our degree to investigate the multiplicity and bifurcation of the nonlinear problem (1.1) in the case where the a priori bounds are
absent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the concept of essential mappings, prove a topological transversality theorem and develop a topological degree theory for the nonlinear problem (1.1).
The properties of the degree are formulated in §3. Section 3 contains also an
example of periodic boundary value problems of neutral equations to illustrate
our general theory. More general boundary value problems are discussed in §4
by using the continuation property of our degree and an extension of the guiding

function method.
2. Composite coincidence

degree

Let us recall the notion of an abstract measure of noncompactness. Let E
be a Banach space. By ^# we denote the set of all bounded subsets of E. A
function p : Jf —>R+ is called a measure of noncompactness if the following
axioms are satisfied:

(p\) p(X) = 0<$X is compact;
(p2) p(X) = p(X);

0*3) XCY^p(X)<p(Y);
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(pA) p(com(X)) = p(X);
(p5) p(XuY) = max{p(X),p(Y)};
(p6) p(rX) = \r\p(X); reR;
(pi) p(X+Y)<p(X)
+ p(Y).
We remark that the above set of axioms is not minimal and any measure of
noncompactness p : Jf —*R+ can be extended to the product E x R" by
p(X) = p(pTx(X)), where IcExl"
is a bounded subset and pr, : ExR" -> E
denotes the projection on the first component. For more details concerning
measures of noncompactness and examples we refer to [16, 24, 26, 28].
Let X c E x R" be a subset and F : X —►
E be a continuous map which
sends bounded sets into bounded sets. F is called a /z-Lipschitzian map with

a constant k > 0 if p(F(A)) < kp(A), for all bounded A c X.

A p-

Lipschitzian map with constant k = 0 is called a completely continuous map,
and if p(F(X)) = 0, then F is called compact. A /i-Lipschitzian map with
a constant k < 1 is called a p-contraction map or a Darbo map. If F is a
/¿-Lipschitzian map with the constant 1 and p(F(A)) < p(A) for all bounded
Ac X such that p(A) > 0, then F is called condensing.
Let L : Dom(L) ç E —>F be a closed Fredholm operator of index zero.
A compact resolvent of L is a compact linear operator K: E -+ F such that
L + K: Dom(L) —►
F is a bijection. By CR(L) we denote the set of all compact
resolvents of L. For any K G CR(L) we define T?* := (L + K)~x : F -> E.
Since L is a closed operator, RK is a bounded linear operator. One can easily

observe that CR(L) ¿ 0 and also, if Kx, K2 G CR(L) and 7?, := (L + Tí",)"1;
i = 1, 2, then
(2.1)
(2.2)

Rl(L + K2) = ldlVom{L)+Rï(K2-Kl);
Ri=R2 + Ri(K2-Ki)R2,

where Id| Dom(L): Dom(L) -> Dom(L) denotes the identity map.
Let X c E be a bounded closed subset such that Dom(L) nI/0
and
assume that B: X -» E and G: X -> F are two mappings. We are going to

study the following composite coincidence problem:

j find x g X such that x - B(x) G Dom(L) and

I

L(x - B(x)) = G(x).

The problem (30) is equivalent to the following fixed point problem:

(2.3)

x = ß(x) + 7i^[G + TC(7-7i)](x)

where RK = (L + K)~x, K G CR(L). Indeed, the problem (3°) is equivalent
to the equation

L(x - B(x)) + K(x - B(x)) = G(x) + K(x - B(x))
which can be transformed to (2.3).
Assume that B: X -» E and G: X -> F are two maps, and put

(2.4)
SK(B ,G):=B + RK[G + K(I - B)] : X -►E.
The following problem is equivalent to (a0)
(

}

( find a fixed point x G X of Qk(B , G), i.e.
\
x = SK(B, G)(x),
xeX.
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Suppose that K., K2 G CR(L), 7?, := (L + K,)~x, i = 1, 2, then it follows
from (2.2)
eK¡(B,G)

= eK2(B,G)

+ R2(Ki-K2)(I-B)

+ Ri(K2-Ki)R2[G

+ Ki(I-B)]

and consequently, by (2.2), we obtain
(2.5)

eK](B, G) = eK2(B, G) + Ri(K2 - Kx)QKl(B, G) + 7v,(7m - K2).

Now we can introduce the following definition

Definition 2.1. Let B : X -* E and G: X -> F be two maps. We say that the pair
(B, G) is an L-condensing pair if the map &k(B , G) : X -> E, Kg CR(L),
is a condensing map.
It follows from (2.5) that the above definition does not depend on the choice
of the resolvent K G CR(7_).
Definition 2.2. Let (X, A) be a pair of closed bounded subsets of E such that
Dom(L) n X t¿ 0 . We denote by WL(X, A) the class of all L-condensing pairs

(B,G),B: X ->R, G: X -> F such that the problem (3?) has no solution in
A , i.e. x ¿ Qk(B , G)(x) for every x G A .
The class %>l(X, A) can be equipped with a homotopy relation as follows:

a path (B,, G,) G %l(X , A); t g [0, 1], is a homotopy in WL(X,A) if the
map 77: X x [0, 1] -» E defined by 77(x, t) = Ok(B,, G,)(x), x G X, te
[0, 1] is a condensing map. Moreover, if (B, G) = (B0, G0) and (B', G') =
(Bi, Gj), we say that (B, G) and (B1, G') are homotopic in féL(X, A) and
we write (B, G) ~ (B', G'). It is easy to verify that this is an equivalence
relation in %?l(X , A). The set of all homotopy classes in Wl(X , A) will be
denoted by WL[X, A]. Let W(X, A) denote the class of all condensing maps
F: X —>E such that x ^ F(x) for every x e A. The class W(X, A) can
also be equipped with a homotopy relation, namely a path F, e W(X, A), t e
[0, 1], is a homotopy in f (X, A) if the map 77: X x [0, 1] —►
E defined
by 77(x, t) = F,(x) is condensing. Similarly, the set of all homotopy classes

in W(X, A) is denoted by W[X, A]. From the definition, 6*: &L(X, A) -♦
W(X, A) induces the map 6^: WL[X, A] -* W[X, A]. Since the map QK
transforms the composite coincidence problem (¿P) into a fixed point problem
(a?1) we call it a connection, (cf. [16]).

Definition 2.3. A pair (B1, G') G WL(X, A) is called L-essential in &L(X, A)
if every pair (B, G) G WL(X, A), such that B[A = B]A and G\A = G\A, has
a solution in X to the problem (&>), i.e. there exists a point x € X such
that x = 8jc(77, G)(x). Similarly, we say that F g ^(A", A) is essential in
g'ÍA', v4) if every F' G W(X, A) such that F\A = F[A has a fixed point in X ,
i.e. there is xel
such that x = F(x).
The topological transversality theorem for condensing maps (cf. [16]) says
that if F ~ F' in ^(X, A) and F is an essential map then F' is also an
essential map. This means that essentiality is a homotopy invariant. As we are
going to show in the next theorem, this is also true for the class WL(X, A).
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Theorem 2.4 (Topological Transversality Theorem). Suppose that (B, G) and
(B', G') are two homotopicpairs in ff¿(X, A). Then we have that (B, G) is
L-essential if and only if (B1, G') is L-essential.
Proof. Suppose that (B', G') is not L-essential. Then, by definition, there
is a pair (B", G") G ffL(X, A) such that B[A = B['A,G\A = G\'A and x ¿
SK(B", G")(x) for all x G X. We put

B't := tB" + (I - t)B' and G\ := tG" + (1 - t)G',
Since eK(B>t,G>t)= teK(B",G") + (l-t)eK(B',G>),

fe[0,

1].

(B't, G't); t 6 [0, 1] isa

homotopy in ffi_(X, A). Therefore we can assume that (B, G) is homotopic to

(B1, G') in ffL(X, A), where x ^ 6*(Ti', G')(x) for all x G X. Let (B,, Gt)
be a homotopy between (Ti', G') and (B, G). We define

N :={x eX : there exists t G [0, 1] such that L(I - B,)(x) = G,(x)}
= {x eX : there exists t G [0, 1] such that x = QK(Bt, G,)(x)} .
It can be verified (see [16]) that A is a closed subset of X and N n A = 0.
We can assume without loss of generality that N ■£0 and let c\: X —>[0, 1]

be the Urysohn function such that ¿J^ = 1 and Ç\N= 0. We put
Ti*(x):=Tiiw(x)

and G*(x) := GiW(x),

xgX.

Since a composition of a /¿-Lipschitzian map with constant 1 and a condensing
map is a condensing map, it follows that (B*, G*) is L-condensing. Moreover, if x G A, then ¿(x) = 1, thus S*(x) := 7ii(x) = 77(x) and G*(x) =
Gi (x) = G(x), and hence BTA= B\A and GTA= G^ . We claim that x /
0A:(7r , G*)(x), for every x e X. Indeed, suppose that x = 6^(5*, G*)(x),
thus x = &k(Bç(X), G)í(JC)(x) and this implies that x e N. But ¿¡\N= 0, therefore x = Qk(Bo, Go)(x) = Bfc(B', G')(x) and this is a contradiction because
we have assumed that x ^ 6^(B', G')(x) for all x G X. This implies that
(B, G) is not L-essential and the proof is completed. D
Remark 2.5. Let us emphasize that the connection ©# satisfies the following
properties:

(i) (B,G)~(B',G')
in WL(X,A)^GK(B,G)~eK(B',G')
in W(X,A);
(ii) 6a:(7¿, G) is essential in W(X, A)=*(B, G) is L-essential in WL(X, A).
Therefore in order to verify that a given pair (B, G) G W¿(X, A) is Lessential it is sufficient to find an essential map in the homotopy class of the
map &k(B , G). In the following, we will develop a topological degree theory
to detect essential maps.
Let 0) denote the class of all open bounded subsets jn E. Suppose that there
is given a family of nonconstant functions {Dn: W[Cï, dû.] —►
Z}o.ew. For a

condensing field I-F: U ^ E, where F g ff (Q, dO.) we define d(I-F,
Da([F]).

Q) :=

Definition 2.6. The function d( • , Q) is called a topological degree if the following condition is satisfied:
(D) (Additivity). For every fl|,fi2,ß
£ w such that Qi U Q2 C Í2 and
Qi n Q2 = 0 and for every F G g?(Q, Q^fi, uQ2)), we have

d(I - F, Cl) = d(I - F, Qi) + d(I - F, Q2) •

L. H. ERBE, W. KRAWCEWICZAND J. H. WU
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It is easy to verify that the property (D) implies the following properties:

Excision. If F G ff(Q, £2\£2,), where Qi eco, £2i c £2, then d(I - F, £1,)

= d(I - F, il).
Existence. Let Q ^ 0. If F g f(£l, dO) and </(/ - F, £2) ^ 0, then
0 G (7 - F)(£2), i.e. there is Xn G £2 such that x0 = F(x0).
Boundary Invariance. If F, G G ^(£1, d£2) are such that F\9c¡ = G\da , then

d(I-F,a)

= d(I-G,0).

The last two properties imply that if F G ff (Ci, dû.) is such that d(I-F,

£2)

^ 0, then F is essential in ff(Çl, <9£2). Suppose also the topological degree
d( • , £1) satisfies the following property:
Normalization. Let F: £2 —*{*} c £2 be a constant map, then d(I-F,
£2) =

1.
In this case, then the degree d ( • , £2) is the well-known generalization of the
Leray-Schauder degree to the class of condensing maps.
Now we introduce the definition of the composite coincidence degree. For
every L-condensing pair (B, G) e ff^O., dQ), £2 G to, we define

d[(L,B, G), £2]:= d(I-SK(B,
where K e CR(L).

G), £2)

This definition depends on the choice of the resolvent

K. In fact if Ki, K2 e CR(L) and if Id+TÍ, o (Tí, - K2) e GL+(E), where
GL+(E) denotes the connected component containing Id of the group GLf(E)
of all isomorphisms of type Id + T, where F is a compact linear operator, then

d(I-BKi(B,
-d(I

G),£l) = d(I-eK2(B,

G), £1), otherwise d(I-QK,(B,

G), £2) =

- Qk2(B , G), £2). This means that the above definition is unique up to

sign for any choice of K e CR(L).
3. Basic properties,

continuation

of the composite

theorem and computation

coincidence

degree

Throughout this section we always assume that L: Dom(L) c E —»F is a
Fredholm operator of index zero and Q c E is an open and bounded subset.
First of all, from the fundamental properties of the topological degree d(-, £2)
and the properties of connection ©# (cf. Remark (2.5)) we obtain the following:
Theorem 3.1. The composite coincidence degree satisfies the following properties:
(i) Additivity. 7/£2, and £22 are two disjoint subsets of £2 suchthat (B, G) e

ffL(U; £2\(£2iU £22)), then

d[(L,B,G),Q]

= d[(L,B,G),Qi]

+ d[(L,B,G),Q2].

(ii) Excision. If £2i c £2 is an open subset such that (B, G) e 8¿(£2, £2\£2i),

then

d[(L,B,G),Q]

= d[(L,B,G),Ql].

(iii) Existence. If d[(L, B, G), £2] ^ 0 then there exists x e £2 such that

L(I - B)(x) = G(x).
(iv) Homotopy Invariance. If (Bt, Gt) e ^¿(£2, 9£2), t e[0,

I], is a homo-

topy in ffL(ß, <9£2),then d[(L, Bt, Gt), £2] is independent of t e [0, 1].
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that P: E —>E and Q: F —►
F are bounded projections

such that Im 7*= Ker L and Ker Q = Im L. Let Tp: Im L —>Dom L n Ker P
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denotes the right inverse of L. Moreover, let J: ImQ —»KerL be an isomorphism. Then K := J~x o P is a compact resolvent of L and

eK(B ,G) = B + P(I-B)

+ JQG + TP(I - Q)G.

Proof. Evidently K := J~x o P is a linear operator with finite dimensional
range, thus K is compact. It is an easy observation that L + K : Dom(L) —>F
is a bijection and moreover RxQy = Jy and Rk(I —Q)y = Tpy, thus we have
BK(B, G) = B + RK °[G + J~lP(I - B)]

= B + RK[QG+ (I- Q)G + J~XP(I - B)]
= B + JQG + Tp(I-Q)G + P(I-B).
D
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that B : X -» E is a condensing map and G : X —►
F
is L-compact, i.e., Rk°G : X —►
F ¿s compact, then (B, G) is an L-condensing
pair.
Proof. We have 0K(B, G) = B + RKo[G + K(I-B)], thus BK(B, G) is a sum
of the condensing map B and the compact map Rk ° G + Rk o K o (7 - 77).
Thus it is condensing. D
Remark 3.4. According to the definition of d[(L, B, G), £2] and Propositions
3.2 and 3.3, we can easily verify the following relations:
(i) d[(1, 0, G), £2]= dB(I - G, £2) (Brouwer degree) if E = F and dimE
< oc ;

(ii) 4(7, 0, G), £2] = dL.s.(I - G, £2) (Leray-Schauder degree) if E = F
and G is compact;

(iii) d[(I, 0, G), £2]= dN(I - G, £2) (Nussbaum degree) if E = F and G
is a /¿-contractive map;

(iv) d[(I, 0, G), £2]= ds(I - G, £2) (Sadovskii degree) if E = F and G is
a condensing map;

(v) d[(L,0,

G),£2] = dM[(L,G),Çï]

(Mawhin degree) if G is an L-

compact map;

(vi) d[(L, B, G), £2] = dH[(L, LB + G), £2] (Hetzer degree) if B(Q) ç
Dom(L) and G is L-compact.

For details, we refer to [2, 12, 13, 17, 20, 23, 24, 25 and 26].
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.3 and Remark
3.5, we get the following result which will be repeatedly used to reduce the
solvability of boundary value problems of neutral equations to that of a corresponding retarded equation.

Corollary 3.5. If G: £2x [0, 1]-»F is L-compact and B : £2 —►
F is condensing

such that for every ie[0,l],
(tB, Gt) e ffL(Ö, oil), where G, := G(- , t),
then
d[(L,B,Gi),a]
= dM[(L,G0),a\,
where the latter is the Mawhin's coincidence degree of (L, Go) with respect to

£2 (cf. [20]).
Proof. Since 6(/7i, G,) = tQ(B, G,) + (]_- /)9(0, G,), by Proposition 3.3,
(tB, Gt), t e [0, 1] is a homotopy in ffL(Q, dCl). Consequently, by Theorem
(3.1) and(v) of Remark 3.4,
d[(L, B, G,), £2]= d[(L, 0, G0), £2]= dM[(L, G0), £2].
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It follows from the construction that d\f[(L, G0), £2], the Mawhin's coincidence degree, is equal to d[(L, 0, G0), £2]. D
The following result is a generalization of the antipodal theorem of Borsuk.

Corollary 3.6. Suppose that £2 is an open and bounded neighborhood of 0 e E
which is symmetric with respect to 0. Let (77, G) G ^¿(£2, <9£2)be such that

G(-x) = -G(x), B(-x) = -77(x) for x G 9£2, then d[(L,B, G), £2]= 1
(mod2). In particular, if G: £2 x [0, 1] -> F is L-compact, Go(-x) = -Go(x)

for x G d£2, and B is condensing, such that (tB, Gt) e ffL(Q, dQ) for all
t G [0, 1], then

d[(L,B, Gi), £2]= 1

(mod2).

Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of 6(77, G) that if both B
and G are odd on ôfl, then

0(T7, G)(-x) = -6(77, G)(x),

xGd£2.

Therefore the result follows from the antipodal theorem of Sadovskii's degree.
The second conclusion is a trivial consequence of Corollary (3.5). D

The following result gives an extension of the Krasnosel'skii fixed point theorem.

Corollary 3.7. Suppose that £2 is an open and bounded neighborhood of 0 G E
which is symmetric with respect to 0. Assume that (B, G) G 8¿(£2, ô£2) and
there is no point x G <9£2such that x - Bx + p[x + 77(-x)] G Dom(L) and

L[x - B(x) + p(x + B(-x))] = G(x) - pG(-x)
for some p e[0, I]. Then the pair (77, G) is L-essential in %(£2, dQ.), i.e.
the composite coincidence problem

L(I - B)(x) = G(x),

xg£2,

has a solution in £2.

Proof. Since 6(-7J, -G)(-x)
where 7i'(x) := -77(-x)

= -6(77, G)(-x) forevery x G £2, thus (B',G'),

and G'(x) := -G(-x),

is also an L-condensing pair.

For A G [0, 1] we define

B(x,X):=j~j[B(x)-XB(-x)},
G(x, X) := j±-j[G(x) - XG(-x)}

where x G £2. Since (Bk, Gj) = -±-x(B,G) + -fa(B', G'), where Bx :=
B(' , X), Gx := G( • , X), thus (Bk, G{) is an L-condensing pair for every

A G [0, 1]. We want to show that (Bk, Gx) is a homotopy in ^¿(£2, d£2). Assume for contradiction that 0(77¿, G¿)(x) = x for some (x, X) e d£2 x [0, 1],

then L[x - B(x, X)]= G(x, X) i.e.
L[( \+X)x-

B(x) + XB(-x)] = G(x) - XG(-x),

then
L[x - B(x) + X(x + 77(-x))] = G(x) - XG(-x),
which is a contradiction to the assumption.
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By the homotopy invariance property we get

d[(L, Bi, Gi), £l] = d[(L, B, G), Q].
On the other hand T7(x, 1) = ±[T7(x)-T7(-x)] and G(x, 1) = ±[G(x)-G(-x)]
are odd mappings, thus by Corollary 3.5,

i7[(L,T71,G1),£2]=l

(mod 2),

consequently d[(L, B, G), £2] ^ 0 and therefore
pair. D

(T7, G) is an L-essential

In what follows we assume that P: E -> E and Q : F -> F are two projections
such that Im P = Ker L and Ker Q = Im L. We also fix an isomorphism J :
Im Q —►
KerL. Then, by Proposition 3.2 K := J~xoP is a compact resolvent of
L. We fix this resolvent and we will consider the composite coincidence degree
with respect to the operator K. Moreover, by Tp : Im L —>Dom L n Ker P we
denote the right inverse of L.
The following result gives an extension of the classical Leray-Schauder continuation theorem for a compact perturbation of the identity [17] and the generalized continuation theorem due to Mawhin (cf. [20, 21]) for coincidence
degree.

Corollary 3.8. Suppose that y elmL

is given. Let B* : £2 x [0, 1] —>E be

condensing and G* : £2 x [0, 1] —»F be L-compact such that

(i) B*(.,\)

= B, G*(.,1) = G;

(ii) For every X e (0, 1), the equation

L[I - XB*(x,X)]= XG*(x,X)+ y
has no solution in d £2;

(iii) QG*(x, 0)^0 for every x e L~x{y) n<9£2;
(iv) dB(QG*(- , 0)|L-iM, £2 n L~x{y), 0) ¿ 0, where the last number
denotes the Brouwer degree at 0 G Im g of the continuous mapping
QG*( • , 0) from the affine finite dimensional topological space L~x{y}

into Im Q.
Then the equation L(I - B)(x) —Gx + y has at least one solution in £2.

Proof. Let 77: £2 x [0, 1] -» E and G: Q x [0, 1] -►F be defined as

B(x, X)= XB*(x,X);

G(x, X)= QG*(x, X)+ X(I - Q)G*(x, X)+ y

for x G £2 and X e [0, 1]. Evidently, 77 is condensing and G is L-compact.

If for some (x, X) e £2x (0, 1), L(x - B(x, X))= G(x, X), thai is

L[x - XB*(x,X)]= QG*(x, X)+ X(I- Q)G*(x, X)+ y.
Therefore, by assumption (ii), x ^ d£2.

If X —0 and x G £2 are given such that L[x-77(x, X)] —G(x, X), i.e., Lx =
QG*(x, 0) + y , thus QG*(x, 0) = 0 and Lx - y . Therefore, by assumption
(iii), x i <9£2. If X = 1 and x G ö£2 are given such that L[x - T7(x, X)] =

G(x, X), i.e. L[x - B(x)] = QG(x) + (I - Q)G(x) + y , then L(7 - 77)(x) =
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G(x) + y has at least one solution in £2. Therefore, if there exists no x G ö£2
such that L(I - B)(x) - G(x) + y , then the above argument indicates that

L[I-B(x,X)]¿G(x,X)

for Ae [0,1]

and xGd£2,

thus (Bx, Gx) is a homotopy in ü¿(£2, ö£2) and, by the homotopy invariance
and (v) of Remark 3.4, we obtain

d[(L,B, G), £2]= d[(L, 0, Go), £2]= d[(L, 0, QG*(-, 0) +y), £2]
= dM[(L,QG*(-,0)+y),Cl].
On the other hand, by a result of Mawhin (cf. [20]), it follows that

\dM[(L, QG*(- , 0) +y), £2]|= \dB(QG*(-, 0),L-iM, £2nL~x{y}, 0)|.
Therefore assumption (iv) guarantees that d[(L, B, G), £2] ^ 0, hence the
conclusion follows from the existence property of the composite coincidence
degree. D
Remark 3.9. The condition (iv) of Corollary (3.7) can be replaced by

(iv)*

dB(J QG*(■+TPy,0)¡KerL,(-TPy

+ Q)n Ker L, 0)¿0.

For illustrative purposes, in the remaining part of this section, we consider a
periodic boundary value problem of neutral equations to show that the composite coincidence degree theory can be effectively applied to obtain some existence
results for certain nonlinear problems.
Example 3.10. Let C([a, b], R") be the space of continuous functions from
[a, b] to R" with the topology of uniform convergence. For a fixed r > 0,
let C = C([-r, 0], R") with the norm \\tp\\= sup_r<e<0 \(p(6)\ for tp e C.

If x G C([ct - r, o + ô], R") for some 5 > 0 and ueR,

then x, G C for

t € [a, a + S] is defined by xt(G) = x(i + 6) for 6 e [-r, 0].
We consider the following neutral functional differential equation

(3.1)

±L[x(t)-b(t,xt)] = f(t,xt)

where /:lxC-»l"
is completely continuous,
and there exists a constant k < 1 such that

(3.2)

b:RxC

—>Rn is continuous,

\b(t, (p)-b(t, y/)\ < k\\tp- y/\\ for t e R, <p,y/ e C.

Assuming that b(t + to, <p)= b(t, tp) and f(t + to,<p) = f(t, tp) for (t, tp) e
R x C and some constant to > 0, we want to find an w-periodic solution to
the equation (3.1), namely, we want to find an coperiodic continuous function
x(t) such that x(t) - b(t, xt) is continuously differentiable and (3.1) holds for

all (el.
Proposition 3.11. Suppose that there exists a constant M > 0 such that
(i) for any A g (0, 1) and any to-periodic solution x of the system

(3.3)

j-t[x(t)-Xb(t,xt)] = Xf(t,xt),
we have \x(t)\ < M for t e R ;
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û)ds y£0 for any u e dBM(R"), where BM(R") =

{u e R" ; \u\ < M} and u denotes the constant mapping from [-r, 0]

to R" with the value ueR";
(iii) dB(g,BM(R»),0)¿0.
Then there exists at least one to-periodic solution of the system (3.1) which sat-

isfies \x(t)\ <M for /el.
Proof. Let
Pw = {h G C(R, R") ; h(t + to) = h(t) for /el},

Hw= {HeC(R,Rn);

77(0)= 0, H(t) = at + h(t)
for some a G R" and h G Pw}.

For any h e Pw, let \\h\\ = sup0<,<w \h(t)\ and, for any H e Hm, H(t) =
at + h(t), a e Rn , h G Pm, let ||T7|| = \a\ + \\h\\. It is easy to verify that Pw
and T7(uare Banach spaces.
We define the following mappings L: Pw —>Hw , G: Pw-^ Hw, and 77: Pw ->

T^ as follows:

Lh(t) = h(t) - h(0),
Gh(t)= [ f(s,hs)ds,
Jo

Bh(t) = b(t,h,),

hePw,

teR,

where Im G ç Hw, since J0f(s, hs)ds - ^ f" f(s, hs)ds is an «-periodic
function of t e R for any h e Pm.
It is easy to prove that L is a continuous Fredholm operator of index zero, T7
is a Ai-setcontraction, G is completely continuous and, finding an coperiodic
solution of equation (3.1) is equivalent to solving the nonlinear problem

L(I - B)(x) = G(x).
On the other hand,

KerL = {hePw; h(t) = h(0) for / g R},
Define P: Pw -> Pw and Q: Hw -> 77,« by

lmL = HwnPw.

Ph(t) = h(0),
hePco, teR,
HeHw,
H(t) = at + h(t),
a G R" , hePw,

QH(t) = at,

teR.

We can show that P and Q are projections and

Pm = Ker F ® KerL,

Hw = ImLelmß.

Let

Í2 = {x e Pw; \x(t)\ < M for t e R}.

Evidently,the mapping B*: £2x [0, 1] -^ Pw definedby Ti*(A,X)(t)= b(t, ht)
for h e Poi, teR

and A G [0, 1] is a A:-setcontraction and the mapping

G*: Q x [0, 1] -►Hw definedby G*(h,X)(t) = j'f(s,hs)ds

for h e £2 and

? G R is L-compact.
By assumption (i), L[7 - XB*(x, A)]/ XG*(x, X) for (x, A) G <9£2x (0, 1).
Since

QG*(h,0)(t) = - [ f(s,hs)ds,
o Jo

heñ,

teR,
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assumption (ii) implies that

QG*(h, 0)^0

for//GL-'(0)nö£2.

Obviously, the orientation preserving isomorphism J between Im Q and Ker L
can be chosen as the identity. Therefore from assumption (iii) it follows that

dB[JQG*(-,0)\KtrL,

£2n Ker L, 0) ^ 0.

By Corollary 3.8 and Remark 3.9, the proof is completed. D
Remark 3.12. We note that our result can be applied to the case where b(t, <p)
may not be differentiable in / and may be nonlinear in <p, (for example,

2n
to

\<p(-r)\

b(t,<p)=2 sin —t

l + W-r)|

for (t, tp) e R x C) which cannot be dealt with by methods employed in [5 and
11] (for the case where b(t, tp) is linear in tp) and [13] (for the case where

b(t, tp) is differentiable in t).
4. A UNIFIED APPROACH EXTENDING EXISTENCE RESULTS OF BVPs
FROM RETARDED EQUATIONS TO NEUTRAL EQUATIONS

Encouraged by the example in the previous section, we will provide a unified
approach extending results of boundary value problems for retarded equations
to a class of neutral equations.
We consider the following two-point boundary value problem

(41)

(ft[x(t)-b(t,xt)]

= f(t,xt),

te[0,a],

\ Mxq + Nxa = g(x) ,

where
(HI)

a > 0 is a constant;

(H2) J:[0,íi]xC->1"

is continuous and there exists a constant

k < 1

such that

\b(t, <p)- b(t, y/)\ < k\\<p- i//\\ for t e [0, a] and tp e C;
(H3) g:E:= C([-r, a], R") —>C is completely continuous;
(H4) /:[0,fl]xC-»l"
satisfies the following Carathéodory condition:
(H4a) for each <pe C, the mapping t e [0, a] -* f(t, tp) G R" is Lebesgue
measurable;

(H4b) for almost each t e [0, a], the mapping <pe C -^ f(t, tp) e R", is
continuous;
(H4c) for each p > 0, there exists ap e L'([0, a], R) such that, for almost
every t e[0, a] and every tp e C with \\<p\\< p, one has

\f(t,<p)\<ap(t)

for f€ [0,a];

(H5) M: C —>C, and N: C —►
C are bounded linear operators which sat-

isfy:
(H5a) \m(M + NTa) is bounded, where for each t e [0, a], T, : C —►
C is
defined by

1 " (P)(S) \ <p(0)

if0<t

+ s<a,

<peC;
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(H5b) dimKer(Af + NTa) = codimIm(M + NTa) < oo ;
(H6) there exists a set-contractive mapping p: E —>C such that px(0) =
0(0, xo) for x G E and Mp + Nb:E —>■
C is completely continuous,

where ¿:E-»C is defined by
b(a + 6, xa+6),
-r<6<0,
(bx)(6)
' px(a + d),
-r<6<0,

a + 9>0,
a + Q<0,

xeE.

Under the above assumptions, the boundary value problem (4.1) can be
rewritten as

(4 2)

I ft[x(t)-b(t,xt)] = f(t,xt),

te[0,a],

I M[(I - BbyP)x]0+ N[(I - Bb>p)x]a= g(x),

where

(4.3)

g = g-(Mp + Nb),

and BbtP: E -> E is defined by
77 x(t) = íPX{t)'

b'p { '

\b(t,xt),

ie[-r'°]'

te[0,a],

xeE.

Evidently, assumptions (H3) and (H6) imply that g: E -» C is completely
continuous and assumptions (H2) and (H6) imply that Bb p : E —>E is a
set-contraction.
We will show that reformulating the boundary value problem (4.1) in the
form (4.2) depends on the choice of a suitable mapping p : E -> C, and that
because of few restrictions on p , the problem (4.2) is indeed sufficiently general.
We now consider an abstract formulation of the boundary value problem

(4.2). Let ¥ = Lx([0,a],R")xC

and R: E -» C([0, a]; R") be the restriction

operator from [-r, a] to [0, a]. Define
Dom L = {x G E ; Fx is absolutely continuous on [0, a]},
Lx = ((Rx)', Mxq + Nxo),
xGDomL,

Fx(t) = f(t,xt),
Gx = (Fx, gx),

te[0,a],
x G E.

xeE,

Then L: DomL ÇE^F,
F: E -> Lx([0, a], Rn), G: E -* F, and x is a
solution of the boundary value problem (4.2) iff x solves the following abstract
operator equation

L(T - BbtP)x = Gx.
It has been shown in § 1 of Mawhin [20] that L is a Fredholm operator of
index zero and G is L-compact. Moreover, we have shown that Bbp is a
k-set contraction. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the
following general existence theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that assumptions (H1)-(H6) are satisfied. If there exists
an open bounded set £2 ç E such that the boundary value problem (4.2) has no
solution in dQ. and d[(L, Bb p , G), £2] ^ 0, then (4.2) has at least one solution

in £2.
Application of this general result requires solving two difficult problems—
finding a priori bounds and estimating d[(L, Bb p, G), £2]. The major purpose
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of this section is to apply Corollary 3.5 to the boundary value problem (4.2) so
that this problem can be reduced to a corresponding problem for an "associated"
retarded equation.
We consider the following family of boundary value problem

, j-t[x(t)-Xb(t,xt)] = f*(t,xt,X),
M[(I - Xßb,p)x}0+ N[(I - XBbJx}a = g*(x, A),
where
(H7) g*: E x [0, 1] -» C is completely continuous and g*(x, 1) = g(x) for
xgE,
(H8) /*: [0, a] x C x [0, 1] -►R" satisfies the following Carathéodory condition
(H8a) for each (tp, X) GCx[0, 1], the mapping /g[0, a]^ f*(t, tp,X)eRn
is Lebesgue measurable;
(H8b) for almost each t e [0, a], the mapping

(<p,X)eCx[0,

1] -*f*(t,<p,

X)e Rn

is continuous;
(H8c) for each p > 0, there exists ap e L'([0, a], R) such that \f*(t, <p,X)\
< ap(t) a.e. on [0, a] for every (tp, X) e C x [0, 1] with \\tp\\< p;

(H8d) f*(t,<p, \) = f(t,<p) for (t,<p)e[0,a]xC.
Define

G:Ex[0,

l]^L'([0,a],R")xC

and
F*:Ex[0,

\]^Lx([0,a],R")

as follows

F*(x,X)(t) = f*(t,xt,X),

G'(x, X) = (F*(x, X), g*(x, X)),

xgE,

A g [0,1],

te[0,a].

Then the boundary value problem (4.4) is equivalent to the following family of
nonlinear problems:

(4.5)

L(7-A776j/,)x = G(x,A),

A G [0,1].

Evidently, if A = 0, we obtain the following boundary value problem of retarded
equation

(4.6)

jfc(r)= /•(/, x,,0),
1 Mx0 + Nxa = g*(x,0),

which has been extensively studied in the literature (see, e.g. [7 and 20]). Therefore the following reduction is significant.
Corollary 4.1. If there exists an open bounded set £2 ç E such that for each
X G [0, 1], problem (4.4) has no solution on dQ, and Mawhin's coincidence
degree í^m[(L , G( • , 0)), £2] ^ 0, then the problem (4.2) has at least one solution

in £2.
The proof is a direct application of Corollary 3.5 and the existence property
of the generalized coincidence degree.
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Remark 4.1. In [5], we developed a homotopy invariance property of Mawhin's
coincidence degree which allows a continuous deformation of the linear part.
This homotopy invariance was applied to reduce a periodic boundary value
problem of neutral equation (4.1) with b(t, <p) linear in <p to a corresponding
problem of a retarded equation. Corollary 4.1 extends this result to a more
general case where b(t, tp) may be nonlinear in q> and the boundary value
condition is more general.
To obtain an application of the continuation theorem (Corollary 3.8) to the
boundary value problem (4.1), we denote by Pi and P2 the projection in C
such that Im F = Ker(M + NTa) and ImF2 = lm(M + NTa). Then by §1 in
[20], the projector Q: F —>F such that Kerß = ImL can be chosen as

Q(h, c) = (0, (7 - P2)(c- NSah)),

(h,c)e¥,

where for each t e [0, a], St : Lx([0, a], R") -> C is defined as

\s:
lo,
ri+s

(Sth)(s) = _

h(u)du,

0 < t + s < a,
-r < t + s <0,

se[-r,0].

Moreover, it is easy to verify that

KerL = {x G E; x0 G Ker(M + NTa), x(t) = x(0) for t G [0, a]}.
By Corollary 3.8, we obtain the following result:
Corollary 4.4. Suppose that there exist mappings b* : [0, a] x C x [0, 1] —>R" ,
/•: [0,a]x C x [0, l]-»Rn and g*:Ex [0, 1] -►C suchthat

(i) b*(t,tp, 1) = b(t, <p), f*(t, tp, 1) = f(t, tp), g*(x, 1) = g(x) for
(t, x, tp) e [0, a] x E x C;
(ii) b* is continuous and there exists a constant k < 1 such that

\b*(t, tp,X)-b*(t, y/,X)\ <k\\9-y/\\,
(t, tp, y, X)e [0, a]xCxCx[0, 1];
(iii) g* and f* satisfy (HI) and (HS);
(iv) for each X e (0, 1), the boundary value problem

(41)
■'

Í i[x(t)-Xb*(t,xt,X)] = Xf*(t,xt,X),
\ M[(I-XBb.,p.)x]0

+ N[(I-XBb.,p.)x]i

=Xg*(x,X),

has no solution in 9£2, where b*k(t, tp) = b*(t, tp, X) for (t, <p, X) e [0, a] x
C x [0, 1] and p\: E -> C is given such that p*(x)(0) = b*(0, xq, X) and the
mapping (X, x) e [0, 1] x E —*p\(x) e C is a k-set contraction;
(v) (7 - P2)(g - NSaF)x ¿ 0 for x e dQ n KerL ;
(vi) i7s(7(7-7J2)(^-A5aF)|KerL,£2nKerL,0)/0.
Then the boundary value problem (4.2) has at least one solution in £2.
Example 4.5. For the purpose of illustration, we apply the above results to the
periodic boundary value problem

(4.9)

f.[x(t)-b(t,xt)]
Í ft*«)
-

= f(t,xt),

0<t<a,

[ Xq = xa,

where a > r is a given constant, b and / satisfy the assumptions (H2) and
(H4). It is easy to verify assumptions (H3) and (H5) with g = 0 , M — Id and

N = - Id.
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Define p : E -> C by
px(8) = b(0, x0) - b(a, xa) + b(x)(6)

for0e[-r,O]

and

Then px(0) = ¿(x)(0) + b(0, x0) - b(a, xa) = b(0,xa)
px - bx that is

xgE.

and (Mp + Nb)x =

((Mp + Nb)x)(d) = b{0,xo)- b(a, xa) + b(x)(9) - b(x)(6)
= b(0, xQ) -b(a,

xa).

Because of the set-contraction of b, Mp + Nb : E -> C is completely continu-

ous. This verifies (H6).
Because of M = Id and N = - Id, we have

Ker(M + NTi) = {<peC; <p(6)= <p(0)for 6e[-r,
and Im(AT+ NTa) = {tp eC;
as follows

0]}

<p(0)= 0} . We define the projectors F, and F2

PMd) = <p(0),

p2(p(d)= <p(6)- <p(0)

for tp eC and 6 e [-r, 0]. Then (I - P2)(g + SaF)x ¿ 0 is equivalent to
^x(O) + SaFx(0) t¿ 0, that is,

b(a, xa) - b(0, x0) + / f(u ,xu)du^0,
Jo
where g: E —>C is defined by
gx(d) = b(a,xa)-b(0,x0),

xeE,

6e[-r,0].

On the other hand,
KerL = {x G E; x(6) = x(0) for d G [-r, a]}.
Therefore
(T-F2)(^

+ 5'aF)x/0

for x G KerL

is equivalent to

b(a,x(0))-b(0,x(0))+

í f(u, x(0))du ¿ 0 for x(0) G R" .
Jo

By Corollary 4.4, we obtain the following
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that there exists a constant M > 0 such that
(i) for each X e (0, 1), any solution of the boundary value problem

f it[x(t)-Xb(t,xt)] = Xf(t,xt),
\ Xo = Xi ,

satisfies \x(t)\ < M for t e [-r, a] ;

(ii) W(u) := b(a, u) - b(0, û) + /0Ûf(6 ,û)dd^0

for all u e dBM(R");

(iii) dB(W,BM(R»),0)¿0.
Then the periodic boundary value problem (4.9) has at least one solution which
satisfies \x(t)\ < M for t e [-r, a].
Clearly, applications of Corollary 4.2 and Corollary 4.4 require a priori
bounds for the solutions of the problem (4.1). In the following part, we show
that the existence of guiding functions implies certain a priori bounds for solutions.
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Definition 4.7. A continuously differentiable function V: R" —►
R1 is said to
be a guiding function for the boundary value problem (4.1) if there exists p > 0
such that for every A G (0, 1) and every solution of the boundary value problem

(4.10)

|

ft[x(t)-Xb(t,xi)] = Xf(t,xi),

te[0,a],

M[(I - XBb,p)x]0+ N[(I - XBb,p)x]a = Xg(x),

we have
(i) for every t e (0, a) with |x(i)-AZ>(/, x,)| > p and \V(x(t)-Xb(t,
> |V(x(s) -Xb(x, ss))\ for s e[0,a],it
follows that

xt))\

(grad V(x(t) - kbit, xt)), f(t, x,)) > 0 ;
(ii) if \x(a) -Xb(a, xa)\> p and \V(x(a) -Xb(a, xa))\ >
\V(x(s) -Xb(s, xs))\ for s e [0, a], then

V(x(a) - Xb(a, xa))(gradF(x(i) - Xb(a, xa)), f(a, xa)) < 0;

(iii) if |x(0)-A¿>(0,x0)| > p and \V(x(0)-Xb(0, x0))| > \V(x(s)-Xb(s, xs))\
for s e[0, a], then

V(x(0)-Xb(0, x0))(gradF(x(0) -Xb(0, x0)), f(0, x0)>> 0.
Theorem 4.8. Suppose that
(i) there exist m + 1 guiding functions V0, Vi, ... , Vm such that for any

Ag(0, 1) and solution x(t) of (4.10),
(4.11)

lim sur}¡Y\Vj(x(t)-Xb(t,xl))\;te[0,a]\

=oo,

where \x\ = sup_f<0<a |x(0)|,
(ii) there exists a sufficiently large p* > 0 such that if p > p*, then

(I - P2)(g - NSaF)x ¿ 0 for x G dQp n KerL and
dB(J(I - P2)(g - NSaF)\KerL, ap n KerTL, 0) / 0,

where £lp = {x e E: \x(t)\ < p for t e [-r, a]}. Then the boundary
value problem (4.1) has at least one solution.
Proof. We write p¡ for the corresponding value of p of the guiding function

Vj. For fixed A G (0, 1), j = 0, 1, ... , m, and a given solution of (4.10),
we consider the function W¡(t) = [V¡(x(t) - Xb(t, x,))]2 on [0, a]. If Wj(t)
attains its maximum at a t e (0, a), then

W¡(t) = 2Vj(x(t) - Xb(t, xr))(grad Vj(x(t) - Xb(t, xt)), f(t, x,)) = 0.
Therefore from (i) of the definition
Xb(t, x,)| < Oj . If Wj(t) attains its
by the assumption (ii) of a guiding
Pj. Likewise, we can prove that if

of a guiding function it follows that \x(t) maximum at t = a, then W-(a) > 0 which,
function, implies that \x(a) - Xb(a, xa)\ <
Wj(t) attains its maximum at t = 0, then

|x(0) - Xb(0, Xo)| < Pj. Therefore, we obtain
Wj(t) < sup \Vj(x)\2 = M)
M<Pj

for /e[0,a],
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from which it follows that \Vj(x(t) - Xb(t, xt))\ < M¡ and
m

m

Y,\Vj{x(t)-Xb(t, xt))\<Y,MJ
7=0

forf G[0,a].

j=0

This implies, by assumption (4.11 ), that there exists a constant p = /HX^lo Mj)
such that |x(i)| < p(Y^=oMj) f°r t e [~r>a]- Therefore, our conclusion

follows from Corollary 4.4 with
£2 = < x e E: \x(t)\ < max < p*, p

]T M} \\ + 1 for t e [-r, a] \ . D

Applying the above result to the periodic boundary value problem (4.9), we
obtain the following

Proposition 4.9. Suppose that

(i) r = a, b(t + a, tp) = b(t, tp) for (t, <p)eRxC

and b(t, <p)isLipschitz

in tp with a Lipschitz constant k < 1 ;
(ii) there exist m + 1 guiding functions V$, Vx, ... , Vm for the problem
(4.9) such that lim|xHoo[|F0(x)| + •• • + \V„{x)\] = oo ;

(iii) (gradF0(w), f(t, û)) > 0 for all u e R" with \u\ > ~p, where p~ is a
constant.
Then the periodic boundary value problem (4.9) has at least one solution.
Proof. For any A G (0, 1) and any solution x(/) of the boundary value problem

(412)

í $¡[x(t)-Xb(t,xt)] = Xf(t,xt),
L Xo = xa ,

let y(t) = x(t) - Xb(t, x,).

Suppose that there exists a constant

N > 0 such

that \y(t)\ < N for t e [0, a]. Then by the Lipschitz condition of b(t, tp) in
tp, we get

(4.13)

|x(i)|<A+

sup |¿>(r,0)| + A:||x,||.
t€[0,a)

If there exists t* G [0, a] such that (x^*)] = max,6[o,a] |x(/)|, then because of
xo = xa and r = a , we have |x(/*)| = sup_r<K(J |x(i)| and thus from (4.13) it

follows that

wo, < w,-)i < A,+S"p'^;'|6"'0)l
for t e [0, a]. This proves that if sup_f<ÉKa |x(0)| —>oo , then

sup \x(t) - Xb(t, xt)\—kx> .
te[0,a]

Consequently, condition (ii) implies (4.11).
On the other hand, by assumption (iii), dB(W, Bp(Rn), 0) / 0, where
W : R" -►R" is defined as W(u) = j° f(d ,û)d9.
Our conclusion then follows
from Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.8. □
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